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1 July 2020 

       

Hong Kong efforts to form Travel Bubble / Corridors to continue 

despite yesterday announcement on extending quarantine requirement 

(TKS prepare the analysis based on related government press release and media reports. It is 
only for reference, and any usage at own risk and TKS take no responsibility nor liability) 

 

On June 30, Hong Kong government announced extending expiry date of Ordinance Cap. 
599C which covers quarantine requirement for inbound to August 7.  At the same time it 
said consider relaxing the restrictions on cross-boundary movement of people among 
Guangdong and Macau!  Further, media yesterday quote the Chief Executive that the 
government will try making an announcement within this week (on or before July 
4).  Sound strange but true, the statutory framework of Cap. 599C is necessary for 
implementation of the arrangements concerning cross-boundary movement of people.  

Below are excerpts from press release issued by the Hong Kong Government on June 30 at 
government news website! Click to view the press release: 
https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202006/30/P2020063000854.htm 

 

(A) PRESS RELEASE EXCERPTS:  

  

The Government will announce the relevant details when the outcome of the latest 
discussions on the arrangements concerning cross-boundary movement of people is 
available. 
 
     In addition to implementing social distancing measures in the community, limiting the 
movement of people between Hong Kong and other places and implementing compulsory 
quarantine or other infection control measures are integral parts of Hong Kong's strategy 
for combating the epidemic. The Government has earlier amended the Compulsory 
Quarantine of Certain Persons Arriving at Hong Kong Regulation (Cap. 599C) to introduce 
a mechanism to empower the Secretary for Food and Health to specify Category 1 
specified places from which arrivals have to be subject to compulsory quarantine, as well 
as Category 2 specified places from which arrivals are excluded from the compulsory 
quarantine requirements subject to meeting certain conditions (such as obtaining a 
negative COVID-19 test result).   
 
     The Government has been working closely with relevant authorities of the Guangdong 
Province and the Macao Special Administrative Region on mutual recognition of test 
results and mutual exemption from compulsory quarantine under the framework of joint 
prevention and control. Subject to the epidemic situation, we will consider relaxing the 
restrictions on cross-boundary movement of people among the three places within certain 
limits in order to facilitate those with essential needs to travel between Guangdong and 
Hong Kong or between Hong Kong and Macao. The statutory framework of Cap. 599C is 
necessary for implementation of the arrangements concerning cross-boundary movement 
of people.  

https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202006/30/P2020063000854.htm
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(B) MEDIA REPORTS in JUNE on TRAVEL BUBBLE/CORRIDOR from ITE Daily News etc.  

 

1. On June 8, Hong Kong commerce secretary Edward Yau said the government actively 
seeking to form travel corridors with other destinations, which include Thailand, 
Japan and South Korea etc. 

2. Thailand now in discussion of forming Travel Bubble with over 10 countries and 
regions which have better control on pandemics. They include Hong Kong, Macau, 
Taiwan, mainland China, Japan, South Korea, Australia and New Zealand etc. 

3. Vietnam now working with China and South Korea, which together account for 55% of 
the country inbound arrivals, on reciprocal travel bubbles. 

4. On June 16, Executive Director of Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) said government is 
discussing with many countries and regions like Guangdong, Taiwan, South Korea and 
Thailand, to set up Travel Bubble.  

5. Ronald Wu, chairman of Hong Kong Association of Travel Agents, commented Hong 
Kong people can’t wait to travel again; when borders open, Hong Kong travelers will 
start booking short-haul trips in Asia and the longer long-haul trips picking up later.  

6. Taiwan recognize Hong Kong and some other countries and regions as low risk and 
from June 22 will open border to business travelers from them for short visit if they 
meet other conditions.  

7. Three flights carrying 78 passengers from Hong Kong and 29 from Macau, for business 
or humanitarian purposes, arrived Taiwan on June 29, the first day when Taiwan re-
open borders to foreign travelers including those from these 2 cities.  

8. On June 30, media quoted the Chief Executive that the government try making an 
announcement on health code with Guangdong and Macau within the same week.  

9. China’s Xinhua news reported on June 30 that Thailand will allow short term business 
travelers from Hong Kong and a few other jurisdictions to enter the country. 

10. On June 30, media report Hong Kong and Thailand to negotiate in coming days 
bilateral agreement covering also tourists.  

 

 


